Number of Features
A second approach to measuring semantic richness relies on the feature-listing task, in which participants list attributes for different concepts. These attributes are considered to be "verbal proxies for packets of knowledge" (McRae, 2004, p. 42) rather than veridical descriptions of semantic memory. When participants list features, they are said to access representations derived from their experience with the target concepts. As such, feature norms may provide a window onto memory for meaning. In McRae, Cree, Seidenberg, and McNorgan's (2005) feature norms, participants listed more features for some words (e.g., 20 for couch, 23 for cougar) than for others (e.g., 11 for table, 9 for leopard). High-NF words have elicited faster LDT and SCT responses than low-NF words have (Grondin, Lupker, & McRae, 2006; Pexman, Holyk, & Monfils, 2003; Pexman, Lupker, & Hino, 2002) , and this advantage has been attributed to greater semantic activation. Simulations using connectionist models of semantic memory suggest that the visual word recognition system settles more quickly into a stable pattern of activation for concepts with richer representations (Plaut & Shallice, 1993) .
Contextual Dispersion
Evidence suggests that visual word recognition is also influenced by the particular circumstances in which a word has previously occurred (see, e.g., Goldinger & Azuma, 2004; Kolers, 1976) . Words vary in the number of different content areas in which they appear, and this variability can be captured using language corpora. In the present study, we defined CD as the extent to which occurrences of a word are evenly distributed across the nine academic content areas sampled from educational materials in the Zeno, Ivens, Millard, and Duvvuri (1995) corpus (e.g., language arts and literature, social science, science and math). CD is a measure of relative entropy; it equals zero when all occurrences of a word are found in a single content area, and it equals 1 when all occurrences are distributed equally across all content areas. The occurrences of some words cluster in particular content areas (e.g., clamp scores .18; parsley scores .25), whereas occurrences of other words are more evenly distributed across content areas (e.g., .93 for belt, .85 for cherry). A similar construct was explored by Adelman, Brown, and Quesada (2006) , who reported faster lexical decisions for words occurring in relatively more samples within a language corpus, even when word frequency was controlled. CD could also be described as a measure of semantic richness: Words associated with more content areas have richer representations. Adelman et al. suggested that this effect of textual context demonstrates an influence of episodic memory on word recognition. Indeed, a model has recently been proposed that may be able to account for episodic effects in visual word recognition tasks. Wagenmakers et al. (2004) developed REM-LD to model LDT performance. REM-LD is based on the REM (retrieving effectively from memory) theory of Shiffrin and Steyvers (1997) . According to REM, memory comprises instances, each of which contains a vector of features. Retrieval in REM-LD is modeled as a matching process between the presented word and these instances, guided by a Bayesian decision mechanism. Instances of a given word are composed of lexical-semantic features (orthographic, phonologic, and semantic) and episodic features, such as the contexts and circumstances in which the word has been experienced.
Like Wagenmakers et al. (2004) , we do not draw a sharp distinction between lexical-semantic and episodic factors. Wagenmakers et al. asserted that lexical decision performance is based primarily on lexical-semantic traces because of the demands of the task, but this assumption does not preclude a role for episodic memory in word recognition. Lexical decisions are unlikely to be based on a single episodic experience, but commonalities across episodes can be captured within lexical-semantic traces. The underlying variability of episodic traces thus influences what is retained in the lexical-semantic trace. Wagenmakers et al. argued that these episodic influences provide a basis for explaining effects of word frequency (the response advantage for higher frequency words) and, we would argue, a potential mechanism for effects of CD. That is, decisions in REM-LD are based on the probability of matching a stored lexical-semantic trace with a presented instance. Since "high-frequency words (e.g., chair) generally occur in many different contexts, whereas low-frequency words (e.g., pyramid, pharaoh) are often tied to relatively few contexts" (Wagenmakers et al., 2004, p. 343) , the lexicalsemantic traces for high-frequency words are more likely to match the presented word than are low-frequency traces, which are more context dependent. In a similar way, the matching process for high-CD words could be facilitated relative to that for low-CD words.
Comparing Measures of Richness
Although NSN, NF, and CD have each been shown to facilitate word recognition, their correspondence has not been examined. One possibility is that all three measures tap into the same underlying dimension. If so, they should be strongly correlated and should account for the same variance in visual word recognition performance. However, differences in how these measures are derived mitigate this possibility: NSN is derived from a word's co-occurrence history-in particular, the extent to which it occurs in similar contexts as compared with other words; CD is derived from a word's history of usage in different content areas; and NF is derived from feature lists and thus is more object based. These measures might, therefore, contribute differentially both within a task and across tasks.
The present study examined whether these three measures of semantic richness each explained unique variance in visual word recognition in two tasks: LDT and SCT. Although effects of semantic richness have been observed in both LDT and SCT, each task is assumed to tap somewhat different aspects of visual word recognition (Balota, Paul, & Spieler, 1999) . LDT is assumed to require assessment of the word's orthographic familiarity, and semantic effects in LDT are thought to be produced by feedback activation from semantic representations to orthographic representations (Hino & Lupker, 1996) . In contrast, SCT performance is assumed to more directly involve semantic processing (Hino, Pexman, & Lupker, 2006) , with less emphasis on orthographic familiarity (since the decision requires assessment of the word's meaning). Buchanan et al. (2001) observed NSN effects in LDTs and suggested that LDTs tapped a level of semantic representation that is well described by lexical co-occurrence, whereas another level of semantic representation captured more object-based information. It is possible that the SCT requires greater emphasis on this kind of object-based information than does the LDT. This multilevel framework for semantics supports the prediction that the relative influence of the three semantic richness measures will vary across the two tasks. In particular, we expected that greater NSN would facilitate LDT but not SCT responses. Indeed, NSN effects have been observed in SCT only when the response required complex decision making (i.e., go/no-go SCT; see Siakaluk, Buchanan, & Westbury, 2003) . Further, Mirman and Magnuson (2006) proposed that whereas distant semantic neighbors facilitate semantic processing, close semantic neighbors interfere with semantic processing. According to this claim, all semantic neighbors would provide feedback to orthography (thus producing a benefit of higher NSN in LDT), but close versus distant neighbors would have opposite effects on semantic processing (thus producing a null effect of NSN in SCT). Essentially, activation of semantic neighbors may provide evidence that a target is a real word, but it does not resolve that word's specific meaning.
In contrast, NF was expected to have especially strong facilitatory effects in SCT since NF is derived from objectbased semantics. Smaller NF effects might also be observed in LDT due to semantic feedback to orthography. Finally, greater CD was expected to have facilitatory effects in LDT, in line with Adelman et al.'s (2006) findings. CD effects have not previously been examined in SCT, but if words experienced in a greater variety of content areas have richer semantic representations, then facilitatory CD effects should be observed in SCT.
The unique contribution of this study, therefore, is the direct comparison of three measures of semantic richness, each derived from diverse theoretical backgrounds, in order to determine and compare each measure's contributions to visual word recognition performance. We examined the effects of these measures using LDT data extracted from the English Lexicon Project database (Elexicon; Balota et al., 2002) and with SCT data collected in our lab.
METhoD Participants
Participants in the SCT were 54 undergraduate students at the University of Calgary who received course credit for participating. Participants reported that English was their first language and that they had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Materials
The critical stimuli for this study were 514 concrete words from McRae et al.'s (2005) norms. NF values were the "Num_Feats_No_ Tax" (the total number of features listed for a concept, exclusive of taxonomic features) counts from these norms. NSN values were taken from the global semantic neighborhood variable in the Durda et al. (2006) norms. CD values were taken from the variable listed as D in the Zeno et al. (1995) norms. In addition, 514 abstract words were fillers in the SCT. Table 1 lists the stimulus characteristics.
Procedure
On each trial in the SCT, a word was presented in the center of a 17-in. monitor controlled by a Macintosh G3 computer using PsyScope (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) . Participants classified each word as concrete or abstract by pressing the right or left button, respectively, on a PsyScope response box. Testing began with 10 practice trials with verbal feedback for incorrect responses. During the experiment, 1,028 words were presented in random order with an intertrial interval of 2,000 msec.
RESulTS
From the original set of 514 concrete words, we excluded data for words for which LDT or SCT accuracy was less than 70% (20 items), or for words not included in one set of norms (15 items). As a result, responses to 479 words were analyzed. Further, SCT responses that were incorrect (5.7% of trials) or that were faster than 250 msec or slower than 2,500 msec (less than 1% of trials) were excluded from the RT analysis. Mean RTs and errors for both tasks are presented in Table 1 . Correlation coefficients (Table 2) show that higher values on each of the three semantic richness measures were associated with faster responses in both tasks and, importantly, were only modestly correlated with each other. We next examined the data from both tasks using hierarchical regression analyses with RT and errors as separate criterion variables (Tables 3 and 4 ). Three nonsemantic control variables known to influence performance in lexical tasks (log frequency, orthographic neighborhood size, and word length) were entered as predictors on the first step, and the three semantic richness measures were entered on the second step. Stepwise entry allowed us to establish the change in R 2 afforded by the inclusion of the semantic richness variables.
The regression analyses revealed significant relationships between the control variables and responding in each task. There were significant effects of the three semantic richness variables, and critically, their contributions differed as a function of task. Specifically, CD and NF were related to both LDT and SCT performance (greater CD and NF were facilitatory for RT and for errors). In contrast, NSN was significantly related only to LDT performance (greater NSN was facilitatory for RT). 1 The unique contribution of each semantic richness measure across the two tasks was also compared, using the unstandardized regression coefficients. As expected, NSN predicted significantly more RT variance in LDT than in SCT [t (472) 
DiSCuSSioN
The present study revealed that three measures of semantic richness-NSN, NF, and CD-predict unique variance in visual word recognition tasks. The three measures were only modestly correlated, and hence, interestingly, it appears that they do not all tap the same construct. Thus, although these measures have all been linked to the notion of semantic richness (which, in terms of seman- tic processing, translates to "more is better"), the differences between them illustrate that semantic richness can be defined in several different ways. Moreover, the three semantic richness measures had unique relationships with responding in the LDT and SCT. Each measure was a significant predictor of responses in at least one task. Lexical co-occurrence information, feature-listing responses, and the content areas in which words have been experienced, therefore, all have some purchase on the issue of how word meanings are mentally represented. Explanations of semantic richness effects typically assume that words with relatively richer semantic representations generate stronger semantic activation. If the effect of each variable could be explained by the same mechanism, however, one would expect the same pattern of effects across tasks. Instead, we found a unique pattern of effects across tasks for each measure, as described below.
First, the particular aspect of semantic richness tapped by NSN had a significant effect on processing in LDT but not in SCT. We suggest that this dissociation reflects the different demands of the two tasks. The LDT requires judgments of lexicality and therefore encourages emphasis on a word's form, whereas the SCT requires a judgment about the referent's meaning. This task analysis is supported by the much larger contribution of the nonsemantic control variables in the LDT than in the SCT (R 2 of .44 in LDT vs. R 2 of .10 in SCT). The NSN effect in the LDT could be due to semantic neighbors' providing feedback to orthography, whereas the null NSN effect in SCT could result from close versus distant neighbors' having opposite effects on semantic processing (Mirman & Magnuson, 2006) . Second, as expected, NF affected responses in the SCT more than in the LDT. NF effects have been attributed to greater semantic activation for words with high NF (because they provide stronger feedback activation to orthographic representations and, hence, elicit faster LDT responses) and faster semantic settling for words with high NF (because they provide more rapid meaning activation and, hence, elicit faster SCT responses; see, e.g., Pexman et al., 2003) . Our results suggest that activation of semantic feature information facilitates semantic settling more than it facilitates orthographic settling via semantic feedback.
Third, greater CD facilitated responding in the LDT and the SCT to similar degrees; thus, an influence of CD can be detected in tasks that emphasize either orthographic familiarity or semantic processing. A model like REM-LD (Wagenmakers et al., 2004) , in which word recognition relies on both lexical-semantic and episodic traces, may prove useful for simultaneously modeling the effects of CD, NF, and NSN.
Although greater semantic richness defined in terms of CD facilitates word recognition in LDTs, SCTs, and naming tasks (Adelman et al., 2006) , Steyvers and Malmberg (2003) reported that recognition memory was better for words that occurred in fewer contexts. High CD provides an advantage in cooperative retrieval tasks, in which multiple experiences with a word do not have to be distinguished, but is a disadvantage in competitive retrieval tasks like recognition memory, in which a single experience in a study list must be identified. As Logan (1988) put it, cooperative retrieval tasks like LDT are "like finding a forest; the more trees there are, the easier it is to find," whereas competitive retrieval tasks like recognition are "like finding a particular tree in a forest; the more dense the forest, the harder it is to find" (p. 514). Thus, greater CD appears to facilitate performance in tasks that do not require isolating a particular encoding experience in memory. Our speculation is that the same may also hold true for words with greater NF or NSN: Although these variables facilitate performance in cooperative retrieval tasks, they may interfere with performance in competitive retrieval tasks.
In the present work, we contrasted only semantic measures that reflected the sheer number of neighbors, features, or content areas connected to a concept. These measures explained only a modest portion of the variance in the LDT and the SCT. Other measures, such as semantic density (McRae et al., 1997) , that tap into the strength of connections among concepts may explain additional variance in single-word processing. In addition, our findings speak only to the processing of concrete concepts; whether semantic richness effects extend to abstract concepts, for example, is unknown.
The present study shows that semantic richness has many dimensions: Visual word recognition for concrete words is influenced by knowledge of the words' meanings and also by memory for the lexical and textual contexts in which those words have appeared. Complete theories of semantic representation must attempt to capture these types of influence. 
